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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  
This class will provide useful information to a broad range of turners. Students will be provided with a copious 
amount of information regarding log selection, design and layout considerations, limb and grain orientation, 
crotch figure, and keeping or eliminating features or flaws in the wood, all which strongly influence the piece. We 
will observe how subtle changes in shape and line will influence the aesthetics of the final form. Starting with 
simple flat rim bowl shapes, students will improve on the correct bowl gouge techniques so the tool becomes a 
subconscious extension of their hands. These techniques will allow the student to relax, have fun and release his 
or her creativity on more advanced bowl shapes such as closed form bowls, thin walled bowls, Calabash round 
bottom and elongated wing style platter/bowls. The concept of the ABCs (anchor, bevel, cut) of tool control and 
how the bevel provides support and control for the cutting edge of the gouge will be explained. This along with 
sharp tools will make turning easier, safer and more enjoyable. All attendees will benefit from a broader 
understanding of the different grinds of the bowl gouge and the various cuts available with it. I will discuss the 
four different bowl gouge grinds that I use, when I use them and why. I will also explain the benefits of how 
safely the negative rake scraper can be used in many situations and how to grind this type of scraper.     
 
In this class we will also cover the method I use to turn thin natural edged winged bowls from crotch wood 
sections. Turning winged bowls from green logs will be explained as well. Turning green wood thin allows the 
wood to warp and move, thus allowing the wood to influence the final shape adding interest to the piece and 
help prevent cracking. Creating a cleanly cut surface safely and efficiently that requires a minimum of sanding is a 
challenge on wing bowls since the surfaces of wings is interrupted as the piece revolves. Students will learn the 
techniques and finesse required for turning thin intermittent wings. They will then be taught to apply these skills 
and techniques to all their turning in order to achieve a cleanly cut surface that will reduce sanding and improve 
the overall turning experience. Techniques for sanding wet wood, both on and off the lathe; dealing with warping 
while turning; correct chucking and jamb chucking methods for finishing the bottom; along with drying and 
finishing techniques to help avoid cracking will be covered. The basics of bevel-supported cuts along with two of 
the most important fundamentals of turning - sharp tools and good tool control will be emphasized. In addition, 
many helpful hints will be provided to help students feel more confident and relaxed and make turning easier, 
safer and definitely more fun.  
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 
Optional class materials/tools list: 

! Students will have available from Arrowmont green wood logs for turning. 
o Some of the wing bowls I like to turn are from green wood crotch sections. 

! Students could bring some crotch sections of their own to turn if possible. The limbs of these pieces 
should be no more than approximately 3” to 6” in diameter for the limbs. 

! Students should bring any tools of their own which they prefer using and/or any they may be having 
trouble with or have questions about using.  

! I will be demonstrating and emphasizing the use of Negative Rake scrapers during the class. 
! I will be bringing Doug Thompson scrapers which I have ground to my Negative – Rake specifications. If 

students have scrapers which they would like to convert to Negative -Rake scrapers they should bring 
them.  A ¾” or 1” x ¼” thick round nose scraper and a ¾” or 1” x ¼” flat (not oval) skew can be ground 
into negative rake scrapers.  

! Students will be turning winged bowls which require some hand sanding. 
! The safest and most efficient method of sanding these is by hand using a GREX Random Orbit air 

powered sander with a 3” pad. 
! If students have one, they should bring it along with sandpaper to fit.  
! If students are interested in purchasing the Grex R/O sander they are available from The Sanding Glove; 

Item # GX-RO-200.  www.thesandingglove.com 1 (800) 995-9328  



! I suggest the use of a face shield while turning. The one I use and recommend is the UVEX Bionic Shield 
Item # UV-BS-100 also available from The Sanding Glove.  

! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $75.00-$125.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

(813) 416-0404 
rudy@rudolphlopez.com 
www.rudolphlopez.com 

 


